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1. Introduction

Recently, important progress has been achieved on CP violation in decays of Heavy flavour
hadrons, in particularD andB mesons. An up to date list of processes where CP violation hasbeen
established at a level above 5σ includes: the CP violation from interference of mixing and decay
in tree-dominated transitions, likeB0 → J/ψK0 , B0

s → J/ψφ ; the CP violation in the interference
of mixing and decay in penguin transitions, likeB0

s → φφ , and finally, the direct and the mixing-
induced CP violation in hadronic-final-state decays ofB-mesons, likeB0 → Kπ or B → DK and
D-mesons, likeD0 → π+π− or D0 → K+K− . While experiments are confirming a consistency
with the predictions of the CKM mechanism of the Standard Model (SM), the current level of
experimental accuracy and the relevant theoretical uncertainties, leave room for additional sources
of CP violation from new physics, in particular from the extensions of the SM.

At this conference all experiments contributing to CP violation in Heavy flavour decays pre-
sented their updates or overviews of recent results. While details are documented in the individual
contributions to these proceedings, the current overview gives a view across the experiments, con-
centrating on four domains: charm decays,B0

s CP violation and angleφs, measurements of angle
γ and the last section devoted to other selected topics. The overview is not exhaustive, but rather
concentrated on the results presented at this conference.

2. CP violation in decays of Charm hadrons

Studies of CP violation in charm meson decays represent a specific direction of search for
new physics in heavy flavours, probing the down sector, i.e. b, s, d quarks running in the SM
loops, responsible forD0 −D0 mixing and CP violation effects inD-meson decays. Nowadays
charm mixing is well established: no mixing is excluded at 10.2 σ level [1], although no single
experiment alone reaches a 5σ signature. The measurements are compatible with the SM expec-
tation, however the long-range hadronic interactions in the D0 −D0 transition amplitude makes
theoretical predictions difficult and could potentially hide new physics effects [2]. After a non-zero
charm mixing has been established, the efforts turned to CP violation inD-meson decays. The SM
expectation is very small∼ 10−3 and it is difficult to reach that level, neverthless the current exper-
imental situation is favourable. Firstly, the charm cross section at LHC energy appears to be large:
(6.10± 0.93) mb at 7 TeV [3], [4]. Secondly, there are large branching fractions (> 10−3) for many
CP sensitive modes that can be measured in LHCb detector withrather low SM backgrounds. So
far most advanced are the measurements in the decay modes such asπ+π− andK+K− , where
the CP violation after combining LHCb and CDF results is determined to be 3.8σ away from zero.
Theoretical work ongoing to disentangle SM hadronic effects from possible new physics effects.
In the experimental plan, there is evidently rich potentialin a very broad range of modes which are
under study at LHCb from data collected in 2011 and 2012:D0 → hh , D+ → hhh, D+ → KSh and
D+ → KShh , whereh denotesK or π mesons.

Common efforts of experiment and theory are directed to answer questions of validity of SM
in charm physics or to discover possible contributions of new physics.
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3. Mixing induced CP violation in B0
s decay B0

s → J/ψφ

New phenomena beyond the predictions of the SM may alterCPviolation inB-decays. One of
the channels that is expected to be sensitive to new physics contributions is the decayB0

s → J/ψφ .
CP violation in this decay occurs due to interference between direct decays and decays occurring
throughB0

s−B0
s mixing. The oscillation frequency ofB0

s meson mixing is characterized by the mass
difference∆ms of the heavy (BH) and light (BL) mass eigenstates and by theCP-violating phaseφs.
In the SM the phaseφs is small and can be related to CKM quark mixing matrix elements via the
relationφs ≃ −2βs, with βs = arg[−(VtsV∗

tb)/(VcsV∗
cb)]; a value ofφs ≃ −2βs = −0.0368±0.0018

rad [5] is predicted in the SM. Many new physics models predict largerφs values whilst satisfying
all existing constraints, including the precisely measured value of∆ms [6, 7]. Another physical
quantity involved inB0

s - B0
s mixing is the width difference∆Γs = ΓL −ΓH of BL andBH . Physics

beyond the SM is not expected to affect∆Γs as significantly asφs [13]. The research on CP violation
in B0

s → J/ψφ started by CDF and D0 experiments and from 2010 LHCb has been leading this
measurement. The word’s best results at the time of this conference are summarised in an overlay
plot, Fig ??, showing two-dimensional contours ofφs and∆Γs for the 68% and 95% confidence
intervals. The CDF and D0 results have twofold ambiguity, shown in the Figure. Recently the
negative∆Γs solution was excluded by LHCb measurements [10]. This was animportant milestone
in B0

s → J/ψφ research. A precision onφs achieved by LHCb by 2011 data onB0
s → J/ψφ ,

[8], was still slightly improved by two additional LHCb measurements using decaysBs → J/ψ f0
andBs → J/ψππ, resulting in current word’s best measurementφs = −0.002 ± 0.083 (stat.)±
0.027(syst.) rad. At this conference ATLAS presented a potential forB0

s → J/ψφ using 2010 data
that were used to measure value ofΓs. By this initial measurement, reproducing a PDG value,
ATLAS demonstrated that this experiment is well equipped for a CP violation measurement in this
channel and will be able to contribute to LHC potential.

Currently all existing measurements onφs are consistent with zero CP violation as well as with
the small SM value and the errors are still too large to confirmor reject SM.

4. CKM angle γ

One of the methods to look for new physics is to test a consistency of the CKM matrix. The
phaseγ = arg |Vud| · |Vub|

∗/|Vcd| · |Vcb|
∗ , extracted from CP violation in theB → DK decays and

a ratio ||Vub|/|Vcb|| from the semileptonic and hadronicB-meson decays, always provide the two
of Wolfenstein’s parameters [14] of the CKM-matrix,ρ andη , even if new physics were present.
One can then compare them with the SM prediction, as described in [15]. Direct measurements of
γ are obtained from interference of b→ u and b→ c transitions and a precision is still dominated
by B-factories. The current word’s average value ofγ is (66± 12) deg, [16]. This is still less
precise than indirect constraint,γ = (67.1± 4.3) deg, [16]. Belle presented their recent time-
independent measurement using the channelB− → D(KSππ)K− , with the result ofφ3 = 77.3 ±

0.083(stat.)±4.1 (syst.)±4.3 (th.) deg [17]. LHCb is starting to contribute with a rich potential of
variety of channels. Already at this conference LHCb presents the world’s most precise GLW/ADS
measurements using decaysB→ DK . In particular the 10σ observation of the suppressed mode
B− → D(K+π−)K−and the 5.8σ observation of non-zero CP violation inB− → DK− , with D-
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Figure 1: Likelihood contours in theφs − ∆Γs plane for LHCb, CDF and D0 experiments. Two contours
show the 68%, and 95% confidence intervals. Details about thecontour plots can be found in [8, 9] for
LHCb, in [11] for D0 and in [12] for CDF.

meson decays combined. Other modes sensitive toγ , on the way from LHCb areB0 → DK∗0 ,
B0 → D(hhh)± , B0

s → DsK , B0
s → Dφ , B0

s → DK+K− andB0 → DK+π−.

Expected precision of LHCb at the end of 2012 onγ is 5 deg, but apparently it will not be con-
clusive with current theory uncertainties and a higher accuracy onγ (1 deg), is definitely required.

5. Other CP violation results

Searches for CP violation in charmless two-body decays provide another method of determi-
nation of the weak phaseγ and of the mixing phasesφs andφd. Both direct and a mixing-induced
CP violation effects are studied. So far the research has been lead by B-factories and Tevatron
experiments, CDF and D0, however LHCb has already provided several important results in the
field. In particular it is the world’s best significance (6σ ) of a non-zero direct CP asymmetry in
the decayB0 → Kπ and the first evidence of a direct CP asymmetry inB0

s → Kπ with a signif-
icance 3σ . LHCb also presented results on angular analysis of a decayB0

s → φφ , that are in
agreement with previous CDF ones, while improving a precision. This decay also carries an infor-
mation on the mixing phaseφs, however a precision is strongly limited by statistics. TheLHCb
potential for charmless two-body decays is enormous, sincethey can cover both beauty mesons
and baryons:B0, B0

s and Λ0
b and using their excellent Kπ separation they can clearly isolate all

signals ofB0(B0
s) → Kπ(ππ;KK, pK), Λ0

b → pπ(pK). Belle presented at this conference a new
result onB0 → a±1 π∓, showing the first evidence of a mixing-induced CP violationin this decay
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with a significance 3.1σ . The analysis was using final data sample, containing 772 millions of bb̄
pairs.

6. Conclusion

Big progress in CP violation searches has been recently achieved in all experiments measuring
decays ofD and B mesons. The most important conclusion was that all measurements of CP
violation to date confirmed a consistency with the predictions of the CKM mechanism of the SM.
It is clear that new searches for additional CP violation effects, e.g. generated by extensions to
the SM, will necessarily require substantial increase of experimental precisions. At LHC before
the shutdown (2013) the precisions will be increased mainlydue to growing statistics, however a
radical improvement, necessary to reach relevant precisions, is expected from the upgraded LHC
detectors [18], [19]. A higher-luminosity asymmetric-energy B factory [21] is going to be another
strong contributor into CP violations of B-mesons.
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